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Document Review Request

• Document quality relies on reviews, please review documents in your working group and at least one other document from another working group.
• If you’d like documents you care about reviewed, put the effort in to review other documents.
AGENDA – Working Session I

• Track I, EPP track
    • Facilitator: Roger Carney
    • Facilitator: James Gould
    • Facilitator: Jaques Latour

• Track II, RDAP track
    • Facilitator: Scott Hollenbeck
    • Facilitator: Scott Hollenbeck
    • Facilitator: Scott Hollenbeck
AGENDA – Session II

• (1) Welcome and Introductions (5 minutes)
  – Jabber scribe
  – Notes scribe

• (2) Existing Document Status
  – Published (2 minutes)
    • Extensible Provisioning Protocol (EPP) and Registration Data Access Protocol (RDAP) Status Mapping
      RFC 8056 (was draft-ietf-regext-epp-rdap-status-mapping)
    • Key Relay Mapping for the Extensible Provisioning Protocol
      RFC 8063 (was draft-ietf-eppext-keyrelay)

  – Working group last call documents (5 minutes)
    https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-regext-launchphase/
    Is it ready for WG last call now?
AGENDA – Session II

- (3) Working session summary (25 minutes)
  - Scott Hollenbeck (10 minutes)
  - Roger Carney (5 minutes)
  - James Gould (5 minutes)
    https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-regext-reseller/
  - Jacques Latour (5 min)
AGENDA – Session II

• (4) Data Set File Format (James Gould, 10 minutes)
  https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-gould-regext-dataset/

• (5) Using RDAP as a Domain Availability Service
  (Andrew Newton, 10 minutes)

• (6) Data escrow documents (Gustavo Lozano, 5 minutes)
AGENDA – Session II

• (7) Milestone status review

The chairs want to suggest some reordering and adjustment of our milestones. We have new adoption requests and we want to work on documents with traction.
Milestones (charter)

- Mar 2016 draft-ietf-regext-tmch-func-spec
- Mar 2016 draft-ietf-regext-launchphase
- Apr 2016 draft-ietf-regext-reseller
- Apr 2016 draft-ietf-regext-reseller-ext
- Apr 2016 draft-ietf-regext-epp-fees
- Apr 2016 draft-ietf-regext-epp-rdap-status-mapping
- Jun 2016 draft-ietf-regext-bundling-registration
- Jun 2016 draft-xie-eppext-nv-mapping
- Jun 2016 draft-gould-eppext-verificationcode
- Oct 2016 draft-gould-allocation-token
- Oct 2016 draft-gould-change-poll
- Feb 2017 draft-wilcox-cira-idn-eppext
- Feb 2017 draft-gould-idn-table
- Feb 2017 draft-ietf-eppext-idnmap
- Jun 2017 draft-ietf-regext-dnsoperator-to-rrr-protocol
Milestones (current)

- **HOLD** Mar 2016 draft-ietf-regext-tmch-func-spec
- **WGLC** Mar 2016 draft-ietf-regext-launchphase
- **WIP** Apr 2016 draft-ietf-regext-reseller
- **WIP** Apr 2016 draft-ietf-regext-reseller-ext
- **WIP** Apr 2016 draft-ietf-regext-epp-fees
- **Jan 2017** Apr 2016 draft-ietf-regext-epp-rdap-status-mapping
- **EXP** Jun 2016 draft-ietf-regext-bundling-registration
- Jun 2016 draft-xie-eppext-nv-mapping
- Jun 2016 draft-gould-eppext-verificationcode
- Oct 2016 draft-gould-allocation-token
- Oct 2016 draft-gould-change-poll
- **EXP** Feb 2017 draft-wilcox-cira-idn-eppext
- Feb 2017 draft-gould-idn-table
- **EXP** Feb 2017 draft-ietf-eppext-idnmap
- **WIP** Jun 2017 draft-ietf-regext-dnsoperator-to-rrr-protocol
- **Feb 2017** -- draft-ietf-eppext-keyrelay
AGENDA – Session II

- (8) Contact postal info elements discussion (James Gould, 10 minutes)
  https://mailarchive.ietf.org/arch/msg/regexp/NGD6WvTFZgh_mY3twoFH2A-M5Ds

- (9) AOB
  – Feedback from working session
  – Registration Operations Workshop
RDAP discussed at:

Registration Operations Workshop
12 May 2017 - Madrid

http://regiops.net

Happening in Madrid - May 2017:

ICANN | GLOBAL DOMAINS DIVISION INDUSTRY SUMMIT

Registration Operations Workshop
(ICANN / Verisign)

ICANN | DNS SYMPOSIUM

OARC 26
(Co-located with ICANN | DNS SYMPOSIUM)

Location: Hotel NH Collection Madrid Eurobuilding, Madrid, Spain
Work Session Part II

• Any work left to do from Session I?